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Legends
This book aims to motivate athletes, coaches and others to pursue excellence and realize
their best performances in their sporting endeavors and beyond. The narratives in this book
chronicle the achievements of dozens of legendary sports stars. Some of these athletes such
as Billie Jean King and Rafael Nadal are ‘household’ names globally. May their interesting
stories, athletic prowess and remarkable achievements inspire readers from all walks of life
to pursue their unique, stellar potential and higher purpose in the years ahead.

1978-2018

Discussions in this publication center on the achievements of professional tennis players
over the past four decades. This timeframe captures the zenith of the women’s and men’s
professional tours. The ladies’ and gents’ competitions peaked at different times.

The women’s tour peaked from circa 1976 to 1994. Singles slam winners that held the
number one singles ranking during this period include Evonne Goolagong-Cawley, Martina
Navrátilová, Tracy Austin, Chris Evert, Steffi Graf and Monica Seles. Martina first captured
the number one singles ranking on July 10, 1978. Her first professional retirement in midlate 1994 marks the terminus of the zenith of the inter-rivalries in the women’s game.
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The peak of the men’s tour began when Roger Federer won his first Grand Slam singles title,
Wimbledon, in 2003. Rafael Nadal and Roger Federer played their first match in March 2004
at the Miami Masters. Over the past three years, this one-sided affair –

i.e. Nadal’s

domination, has morphed into a serious challenge. At October 31, 2015, Nadal led Federer
23-10 in official ATP match victories. Since November 1, 2015 Federer has won the last five
consecutive matches and has recaptured the number one ranking on multiple occasions.

This period has also been marked by the recurring dominance of Novak Djokovic, who has
won 14 singles Slams. Federer (20 singles Slams), Nadal (17 singles Slams) and Djokovic
have won more singles Slams during the open era than any other male professional apart
from Pete Sampras who retired in 2002. Sampras is currently tied with Novak in third place.

Five GOATS of modern tennis

The premise of this book argues that there are five modern Greatest of all Time (GOAT)
players. One of these players is the GOAT of GOATS. The other four players legitimately hold
specific prestigious GOAT titles in their own rights. These players, in alphabetical surname
order are: Roger Federer, Steffi Graf, Rafael Nadal, Martina Navrátilová and Monica Seles.

Many tennis historians list Rod Laver as the male GOAT and GOAT of GOATS. Most of his
mighty achievements were accrued prior to the birth of the professional era of men’s tennis.
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Amateur era

In recent decades, most historians have not ranked tennis professionals from the amateur
age. This period relates to premier event matches held prior to 1968. It is near-impossible to
compare the achievements of the greatest players of the amateur and professional eras.
There are too many stark differences that severely undermine a serious comparison.

The four Grand Slam tournaments did not commence at the same time. Wimbledon
commenced in 1877. The US Open was born in 1881 and the first French Open
championships were first played in 1891. The inaugural Australian Open was held in 1905.

Between 1882 and 1889, William Renshaw, a Brit, won seven Wimbledon singles
championships. He did not compete in the US Open during this period. Few players travelled
overseas to play major or minor tournaments during this era because of the slowness and
high cost of travelling by sea. It was not possible for players like Renshaw to accrue a higher
number of singles Slam titles because the Australian and French Slam championships did not
exist during when these players’ careers peaked. Prior to circa 1950, most Grand Slam
winners were citizen residents of the nation that hosted the Grand Slam tournament.

During the post 1950s era, the repeat successes of many players in certain Grand Slam
tournaments did not reflect their broader competitive standing on tour. For example,
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Margaret Court’s dominance at the Australian Open did not parallel her successes at
Wimbledon. This is a curious irregularity as both events were played on grass prior to 1988.

Venus Rosewater Dish: Wimbledon Champion, 1998 - Jana Novotna

Court won eleven Australian and three Wimbledon singles crowns. These anomalies are
largely attributed to two main factors. Prior to 1988, most of the top ranked players did not
participate in the Australian Open. This is because the prize money and points awarded was
lesser than other Grand Slam tournaments. Further, this tournament took place during the
traditional festive break, in a land afar from the European and American residences of most
top ranked players. Some historians claim that the primitive facilities of the Kooyong Tennis
Center coupled with Australia’s hot summers were factors that repelled top players from
participating in the Australian Open prior to its modernization at Melbourne Park in 1988.
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The paltry prize money awarded to amateur tennis players prior to 1970 prevented most of
the best talent from participating in all four Grand Slam events that are held in three
continents. The first Wimbledon winners were not awarded prize money. In 1884, the All
England Lawn Tennis Club awarded champions a prize gift such as a silver flower basket.

Inaugural Wimbledon Ladies Champion, 1884: Maud Watson

Wimbledon (1884)

The prize money awarded to the Grand Slam champions prior to the 1970s was a fraction of
the costs required for travel, accommodation, coaching and other expenses. Most
participants were self-funded, often by wealthy family members and business associates.
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The origins of elite tennis were an upper-class affair in many instances. In 1968, the winner
of the Wimbledon Ladies’ title was awarded prize money of circa USD$969 at 2017 average
exchange rates. Early round losers earned a small fraction of this amount.

Gaines and Yukari (2017)

Counting Grand Slams

Prior to the mid-late 1980s, few players and tennis historians focused on Grand Slam records
when ranking GOAT players. Many Grand Slam singles champions did not attend Grand Slam
tournaments when they had a high chance of being crowned champion. Martina Navrátilová
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did not attend the Australian Open in 1973-1974, 1976-1979 and 1990-1994. She was
crowned Wimbledon Singles Champion in 1978, 1979 and 1990. Given the relatively weak
field of the Australian Open Grass Court Championships prior to 1988, it is likely that
Navrátilová would have won at least two Australian Open crowns if she had entered this
event during the 10 years that she chose to not contest this Slam tournament.

Chris Evert, a two-time Australian Open singles champion, did not attend 10 Australian Open
events during years in which she was a top 3 ranked player. Evert and Navrátilová did not
participate in the French Open three and five times respectively between 1976 and 1980.
Evert elected to play World Team Tennis, which awarded significantly higher pay. Chris was
the Rolland Garros champion in 1974, 1975, 1979 and 1980. Her absence from the French
Open draw during these three years likely cost her one to three French Open singles titles.

_________________________________________________________________________________

Tennis historians and commentators who rank ‘Greatest of all Time’
players solely or dominantly by total number of Grand Slam singles titles
are probably one or more of: lazy, uninformed or biased.
_________________________________________________________________________________

Prior to circa 1984, many of the top 10 ranked athletes played singles, doubles and mixed
doubles at some, most or all Grand Slams. These athletes routinely played doubles at other
events and simultaneously held top 30 rankings in singles and doubles. Players such as
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Evonne Goolagong, a former number one ranked singles player (1976), holds Grand Slam
titles in Singles (7), Doubles (6) and Mixed Doubles (1). This busy schedule dramatically
increased the physical strain on athletes’ bodies. This stress likely undermined their ability
to maximize singles Slam success – a luxury bestowed mostly on current singles specialists.

This history contrasts sharply with the post 1984 climate where top 20 ranked singles
players focus on singles events. Furthermore, many top players engage in the minimum
number of tournaments required to register an ATP top 10 ranking. Steff Graf played the
minimum number of mandatory tournaments, around 12, during multiple years that she was
a top 3 ranked player on the WTA Tour. Her minimum commitment is the opposite of
Navrátilová who played 20 plus tournaments during 7 calendar years. She played 16 to 19
tournaments over 7 calendar years and 13 to 15 tournaments annually in other years.

Sometime during the 1980s, players, coaches and sponsors concluded that earning one
singles Grand Slam title outweighed earning Grand Slam doubles titles and other singles
titles. These include the prestigious year-end invitational championships, Masters
tournaments and respected global team events such as the Davis Cup and Federation Cup.

I refer to the data comparison table below. I ask you to evaluate whether you think Marin
Čilić has a better record than Miloslav Mečíř. Mečíř leads Čilić 10 to 3 against 13 prestigious
tennis statistics that tennis historians frequently analyze. Mečíř played for 5 years less than
Čilić. Čilić won the US Open Men’s Singles in 2014. Mečíř never won any Slam title.
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Does one singles Slam outrank all other performances?
Who has the better player record: Mečíř or Čilić?
Achievement

Miloslav Mečíř

Marin Čilić

Slam singles titles

0

1

Peak singles ranking

4

3

Peak doubles ranking

4

49

ATP Year-end
championship: singles

1

0

Masters singles titles

3

1

Masters doubles titles

1

0

Other Tier 1 singles titles

7

16

Other Tier 1 doubles titles

8

0

20

18

1

3

Olympics, singles

1 gold

0

Olympics, doubles

1 bronze

0

1

0

262-122
68%

477-252
(65%)

1982-1990 (8 years)

2005-2018 (13 years)

10/13

3/13

Total titles
Olympic appearances

Hopman Cup
Match victories

Performance timeline
Total best performances
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Winning a Grand Slam title is never easy, especially in the current era where singles winners
earn millions of dollars per title. I respect Čilić’s stratospheric accomplishment. Mečíř was
probably the better player. His collective accomplishments give him a minor edge over Čilić.
This superiority is slight because all top players compete fiercely at the Grand Slam events.

Unequal Slam status

The Grand Slam titles are not of equal status, historically or in modern times. Earning two
Wimbledon titles is probably more prestigious than winning three Australian Open titles. I
speculate that players invest more time, energy and resources in preparing for Wimbledon
than other Slams. Historically, Queens and Eastbourne grass court events were 250-point
tournaments. These popular Wimbledon warmup championships routinely attracted most
of the top 20 ranked players, notwithstanding that they were among the lowest ranked
tournaments in terms of points and prizemoney and have never enjoyed Masters level status.

The Slams played on natural surfaces retain continuity of their elite heritages and traditions.
The US Open and Australian Open switched from natural surfaces to humanmade surfaces
during the 1970s and 1980s respectively. This evolution may explain their different statuses
vis-à-vis Wimbledon and Rolland Garros. Tennis historians frequently refer to a prestigious
statistic known as the ‘Channel Slam’. Those who hold this record earned a Wimbledon and
Rolland Garros crown in the same event in the same calendar year.
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No singles Slam winning combination features in the record books as frequently as the
‘Channel Slam’. The Global Times captures the popularity of this sentiment of the high status
of this record in 2017 when it pays tribute to Nadal’s tenth Rolland Garros singles Slam title.

Elevated standing of the Channel Slam

Novak Djokovic has never completed a Channel Slam. Björn Borg won three Channel Slams
and Nadal has earned two. Many players and pundits consider Bjorg, a winner of 11 singles
Slams, to be a more accomplished player than Djokovic. Of the 14 singles Slams won by
Novak, six are Australian Open singles Slams and one is a Rolland Garros singles title.
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An interesting footnote: Björn Borg competed at the Australian Open just once, in 1974. This
fact reinforces my argument that the Australian Open historically held less prestige among
the Slams and attracted a weaker field of players prior to its great modernization in 1988.

GOAT OF GOATS

Having established this Grand Slam historical context, I boldly claim that Martina Navrátilová
is clearly the modern-day GOAT of GOATS. Dozens of all-time world records held by
Navrátilová account for this conclusion. Annex 1 lists Navrátilová’s core world records.

Flushing Meadow monopolist, 1987: Martina Navrátilová

Martina Navrátilová’s supremacy at the US Open in 1987 is indicative of her general
dominance in the women’s game in all events between circa 1978 and 1987. The open Slam
triple is an ultra-rare accomplishment. It has been achieved just twice since after 1968.
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The table overleaf highlights four sample records that show how Navrátilová is in a class of
her own in the history of the men’s and women’s game. Her total WTA titles outnumber total
ATP titles earned by ‘Swiss Maestro’ Roger Federer by a ratio of 3.2 to 1. This comparison is
significant. Federer is sometimes named as the ‘GOAT of GOATS’ or the ‘Male GOAT’ by highprofile tennis commentators who focus solely or overwhelmingly on singles Slam titles.

There are three forms of the game. These disciplines are: singles, doubles and mixed doubles.
These disciplines are approximately equal in age. The first Wimbledon Men’s Doubles event
was held in 1884. The first US Open Mixed Doubles Championships were held in 1892.

_________________________________________________________________________________
“She's the greatest singles, doubles and
mixed doubles player who's ever lived”.
Billie Jean King describing Martina Navrátilová in 2006.
_________________________________________________________________________________

The player analysis matrix overleaf lists the core records for several players who are
frequently labelled the Greatest of all Time. These include athletes such as Roger Federer
and Steffi Graf. It also lists Rafael Nadal. The Mallorcan native’s career trajectory suggests
that he may equal or overtake Federer in total singles Slam titles and total ATP titles prior to
his retirement. Roger Federer is 4 years and 8 months older than Rafael Nadal.
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Modern era rankings by total WTA/ATP titles
WTA/ATP titles
Player

Slams

Singles

Doubles

Total

1.

Martina Navrátilová

59

167

177

344

2.

Chris Evert

21

157

32

189

3.

John McEnroe

17

77

78

155

4.

Evonne Goolagong

14

86

46

132

5.

Pam Shriver

22

21

106

127

6.

Jimmy Connors

10

109

16

125

7.

Steffi Graf

23

107

11

118

8.

Mike & Bob Bryan
(Male team GOAT)

16

Zero. Both

116

116

Roger Federer

20

99

8

107

10. Ivan Lendl

8

94

6

100

11. Rafael Nadal

17

80

11

91

9.

players.

Yellow cells denote 1st and 2nd record holders. Note gap sizes between #1 and #2.
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Navrátilová is the only player to win all 12 Grand Slam titles after 1969. Martina’s records
far exceed the accomplishments of the second record holder for three of the four categories
shown in the table above. She holds a margin of just 10 WTA singles titles over Chris Evert.

An analysis of Martina’s singles record against Chris confirms that she is the better player.
The magnitude of Navrátilová’s superiority in skill and accomplishment is debatable. She
leads Evert 43-37 in singles matches and 10-4 in Slam singles finals. Martina beat Chris in all
four singles Slams finals at least once. Chris never recorded a singles finals match victory
against Martina at the US Open or Wimbledon. This is a curious observation. Chris won the
most US Open titles in the open era. She won seven US crowns, on grass, clay and hardcourts.

The top 12 players ranking table on the previous page includes seven names that rarely
feature on the most commonly cited modern era top 5 GOAT lists published in recent years.
These players include John McEnroe, Evonne Goolagong Cawley, Mike Bryan, Bob Bryan,
Jimmy Connors, Pam Shriver and Ivan Lendl.

This observation highlights the bias against specialist doubles players and champion singles
players who split their competitive energies between doubles and singles. Steffi Graf rarely
contested doubles tournaments. Of Graf’s 23 Slam titles, only one was a doubles title –
Wimbledon in 1988. Graf’s singles crowns account for 91% of her WTA titles.
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Singles GOAT

Steffi Graf has a credible claim to be the best singles player of the modern era. She is the only
professional player to win each Grand Slam singles title at least four times.

Graf greets Svetlana Kuznetsova, 2009

Steffi won six Rolland Garros singles titles and four Australian Open singles crowns. Compare
her stellar singles record to Rafael Nadal. Thus far, ‘Rafa’ has won just one Australian Open
singles Slam. He captured this title in 2009. Federer won one singles Slam on clay in 2009.

Male GOAT

Federer shares a legitimate though contested claim to the title best male GOAT. Federer has
won a career singles Slam and 13 more singles Slams than John McEnroe. McEnroe never
won the Australian Open or Rolland Garros. Federer’s career Slam outweighs McEnroe’s
excellent record in doubles. Mac’s team title tally significantly inflates his ATP titles count.
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One tennis statistic that may tarnish Federer’s grand legacy and haunt his claim to realize
the GOAT or male GOAT status after he retires is his relatively weak record against Nadal.

_________________________________________________________________________________
To earn the title ‘GOAT’ you must at least be the best player of your
generation. You cannot be dominated by another player. If you put
Federer in the GOAT slot, then you must immediately put Nadal in the
GOAT place in substitution because Rafa has dominated Federer.
_______________________________________________________________________________

Nadal and Federer: Rolland Garros 2006

Federer has never led Nadal head-to-head since their first match in 2004.

Consider these facts about the Federer–Nadal rivalry that undermine Federer’s supremacy:
 Nadal leads Federer, head-to-head 23-15 and lead 23-10 at one stage.
 Nadal leads Federer 9-3 in Slam singles matches and 6-3 in Slam singles finals.
 Nadal, who is younger, has won 33 Masters titles compared to Federer’s 27 titles.
 Nadal won Olympic singles gold. Federer never captured this prize in four attempts.
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Federer has never achieved a calendar Grand Slam or a non-calendar consecutive four titles
Grand Slam. Rod Laver achieved the prestigious calendar Singles Grand Slam during the open
era in 1969, seven years after he first achieved this glorious feat as an amateur in 1962.

These inferior comparative Federer statistics place a cloud over Roger’s preeminence during
the modern era. This doubt about Federer’s supremacy is comparable to the ‘what if’
question that many tennis historians and players ponder about the Monica Seles tragedy.

Potential GOAT

Monica Seles has a claim to the best short-term GOAT title. This excellence was displayed via
her nerves-of-steel, fearless standard of play and her dominance over an established superchampion who was playing at her peak. She also has a claim to having the best potential to
become the GOAT of GOATS. The inevitability of this title was possibly stolen from her when
she was stabbed on court during a changeover break by a spectator in Hamburg in 1993.

Monica Seles overtook Graf as the number one ranked player shortly after Steffi had clearly
established that she was in peak career form. Graf had already positioned herself as one of
the female GOATS of tennis prior to her 20th birthday. Aged just 19, Steffi captured the golden
calendar singles Grand Slam at the US Open in 1988. Furthermore, she won three singles
Slams in 1989. Monica achieved the number one singles ranking on March 11, 1991.
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Monica’s dominance in the Slam events between the French Open in 1990 and the Australian
Open in 1993 is unparalleled in the modern era by age. Monica defeated Steffi in four of the
first five Grand Slam singles finals she played against Graf. This dominance was reversed
after Monica was stabbed and withdrew from competitive tennis for more than two years.

Seles had lost just one Grand Slam singles final prior to this attack. Compare this impressive
teenager record to open-era champions who have played nine or more singles Slam finals.

First 9 Grand Slams Singles Finals Played
Player
Monica Seles,
Age 16 to 19

Wins
8 of 9

Player
Roger Federer,
Age 22 to 24

Wins
8 of 9

Rafael Nadal

7 of 9

Martina Hingis

5 of 9

Björn Borg

7 of 9

Justine Hennin

5 of 9

Pete Sampras

7 of 9

Mats Wilander

5 of 9

Steffi Graf

6 of 9

Maria Sharapova

4 of 9

Chris Evert

6 of 9

Jimmy Connors

4 of 9

John McEnroe

6 of 9

Andre Agassi

4 of 9

Martina Navrátilová

5 of 9

Arantxa Sanchez-Vicario

3 of 9

Novak Djokovic

5 of 9

Evonne Goolagong

3 of 9

Stefan Edberg

5 of 9

Ivan Lendl

3 of 9

Boris Becker

5 of 9

Andy Murray

2 of 9
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Some may question whether Seles’s unnecessary loud grunting disqualifies her from holding
a GOAT title (see p. 68). This mention does not disrespect Monica’s Trojan work-ethic. She
rose to the pinnacle of women’s tennis after a decade of intense, self-disciplined training.

Seles, youngest Rolland Garros Singles Open Champ: 16 and 6 months

I rate peak Seles as the most talented and formidable modern era player on clay and
hardcourts. This ‘lefty’ was one of the most exciting players of the professional generation.

Your call

All GOAT labels are subjective. There is no formula mandated by the ATP or WTA that defines
this unofficial title. Martina Navrátilová, Steffi Graf and Roger Federer appear in the top three
of virtually all modern era GOAT lists that rank WTA and ATP players. I invite you to review
their career statistics on the table overleaf. May you decide for yourself how you rank the
comparative records of these three legends who have given so much to the game.
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Navrátilová Vs. Graf Vs. Federer
Martina
Navrátilová

Steffi Graf

Roger Federer

Peak singles ranking

1

1

1

Peak doubles ranking

1

3

24

Weeks ranked #1 singles

332

377

310

Weeks ranked #1 doubles

237

0

0

Singles Slam titles

18

22

20

Doubles Slam titles

41

1

0

Total Slam titles

59

23

20

Singles

8

5

6

Doubles

13

0

0

Olympics, singles*

0

1 gold, 1 silver

1 silver

Olympics, doubles*

0

1 bronze

1 gold

Federation Cup/Davis Cup

4

2

1

1,442 ; 87%

900 ; 89%

1, 180 ; 82%

9/14

5/14

2/14

Achievement

WTA/ATP championships

Singles victories; %
Total best performances

Some ATP and WTA data are not comparable. Multiple WTA versions of the ATP Masters 1000 series
existed throughout Navrátilová’s and Graf’s careers. Federer has not yet retired. He has not played a
full-time schedule in recent years. *Navrátilová did not compete at the Olympics in 1984-1992 as this
is not a WTA Tour event. She was ranked between 1 and 6 in singles and doubles during this period.
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Part 1
Shots

Rolland Garros (2018)

Next Gen Slam Star: Dominic Thiem
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Server: Roger Federer

The player most likely to pull a rabbit ace out of the hat when it matters.

Slice serve: Martina Navrátilová

Allen (2013)

The lefty serve. Sliding out wide on the second court. Poetry in motion.
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First serve: Boris Becker

Yahoo Images (2018)

Arched back, knees bent, body weight forward. Boom! Boom!

Second serve: Pete Sampras

The Telegraph (2015)

A player is only as good as their 2nd serve. Pistol Pete’s record speaks for itself.
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Kick serve: Stefan Edberg

Twitter @stefantennis (2018)

A technique so legendary that the Australian Open adopted it as its logo.

Ball toss: Martina Hingis

Is it a bird? Is it a plane? Nope. Just another Hingis ball toss.
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Return of serve: Novak Djokovic

zimbio.com (2018). For Debbie RN

The Djoker somehow turns ‘unplayable’ serves into winners. And often.

Serve and volley: Martina Navrátilová

A dying art. Almost dead among the top 100 ranked players.
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Forehand: Steffi Graf

US Open (2016)

This unorthodox late aggressive flick earned Mrs. Agassi 22 singles Slams.

Inside-out-cross court forehand: Rafael Nadal

Getty Images (2018)

Nadal routinely runs around his backhand to capitalize on his best shot.
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Two-handed forehand: Monica Seles

Narayan (2015)

This shot is almost absent from the men’s game.

Forehand slice: Pam Shriver

Sports Illustrated (2011)

Pam won 22 doubles Slams hitting slice forehands. Nice one.
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Backhand drive: Stan Wawrinka

Getty Sports (2015)

Backhand blitzes won Stan three singles Slams in the famous Big 3 era.

Backhand slice: Hana Mandlíková

Getty Archive (2018) and Najolia (ND)

Won four singles Slams at the zenith of the women’s game. Cheeky. Effortless.
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Two-handed backhand: Chris Evert

Goldstein (2012)

Chris popularized the two-fisted backhand more than any other legend.

Backhand top spin lob: Lleyton Hewitt

The Leader (2015)

Most effective and impressive to watch when performed on the run.
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Smash: Pete Sampras

Stephen Wake (2018)

Few lobs that went over Pete’s head went unpunished.
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Backhand smash: Roger Federer

Pintinterest @attennisgroup (2018)

The most difficult shot in tennis. Roger Rabbit makes it look easy.

Two-handed smash: Marion Bartoli

Finney (2013)

You probably won’t learn this rarely seen shot from your local club coach.
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Approach shot: Martina Navrátilová

Yahoo Images (2018)

Martina claims this slice approach won her 9 Wimbledon singles titles. Indeed.

Chip-and-charge: Pete Sampras

Some legends don’t allow the server time to settle into their point.
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Half volley: John McEnroe

Yahoo Images (2018)

Nimble knees. Jelly elbows.

Backhand volley: Martina Navrátilová

Fandango (2018)

The most elegant execution of any skill in the history of her sport.
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Forehand volley: John McEnroe

Bruno (2018)

You cannot be serious? He made this shot? Youbetcha.

Drive volley: Monica Seles

tennis.com (2012)

Double-fisted determination. Double the power.
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Drop volley: Lleyton Hewitt

Corbett (2015)

Soft touch aided Lleyton to join an elite club: Wimbledon Gents Champion.

Dive volley and net coverage: Boris Becker

Yahoo images (2018)

Works best on clay and grass.
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Net poach: Leander Paes

Yahoo images (2011)

You’re on my side of the court again! Oh, you hit another winner. All good.

37

Lob: Chris Evert

Tennis.com (2018)

Best lob repertoire: offensive, defensive, forehand and backhand.

Groundstrokes: Björn Borg

Ice Man coolness on both wings.
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Forehand passing shot: Rafael Nadal

DNA India (2018)

Nadal’s signature forehand winner: racket ends above the head, rotor style.

Top spin groundstrokes: Arantxa Sanchez-Vicario

Sunam (2017)

Arantxa could generate heavy top spin from the forehand and backhand wing.
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Dropshot: Andy Murray

Coppini (2017)

Unbelievable underspin and sidespin on Andy’s brilliant backhand dropshots.

Moon balls: Tracy Austin

Ubha (2017)

Back in the day when it was a staple and strategic shot in the women’s game.
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Squash shot: Roger Federer

Roger probably would have dominated men’s squash if he chose that sport.

Lob volley; smash dropshot; Bucharest backfire etc.

Daily Tennis Lesson, YouTube (2016) and Daily D Sports (2015)

Hard to name bests for rare shots. Let the coaches show us how it’s done.
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Tributes: Open slam success soon?
Tweener King Kyrgios and buddy Thanasi Kokkinakis

Yahoo images (2018)

The most talented players to not win an open Slam. Time is on their side.

Under the tail Jack-in-the box lob: invention™ Gaël Monfils

Yahoo images (2018); Junior Wimbledon Prince, 2004

The most entertaining active player to never win an open Slam. Age 32.
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Part 2
Fitness and strength

Therunnersports.com (2017)

Now Gen singles Slam superstar: Sloane Stephens
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Physical strength and stamina: Rafael Nadal

pahomepage.com (2018)

High protein, low-fat diet? Likely. 86 wins, 2 defeats at Rolland Garros.

Athleticism: Martina Navrátilová

McNary (2018)

Her cross-sports and weight training forged the benchmark for all athletes.
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Mental toughness: Chris Evert

Daily D Sports (2015)

The Ice Maiden never had a meltdown on court. Cool cucumber Chrissie.

Concentration: Jim Courier

Poker pout perfection procured singles Slam successes on slower surfaces.
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Flexibility and defense: Novak Djokovic

Sridhar (2017)

Novak invented the Serbian Splits. An iconic image of the modern era.

Court speed: Rafael Nadal

Yahoo images (2018)

No matador stands a chance against this bully bull. Speedy Gonzales.
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Groundstroke power: Andy Roddick

Hustled heavy on hardcourts. US Open singles champ, 2003.

Reach: Richard Krajicek

6’5” wingspan won this flying Dutchman a Wimbledon men’s crown, 1996.
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Consistency: Roger Federer

36 consecutive quarter final singles Slam appearances. A record.

Longevity: Martina Navrátilová

How many players won an open Slam age 47+? One. A young 49, 11 months.
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Tributes: Torso tears torpedo titanic talent
Andrea was one of the most talented players of her era. She won the French
Mixed Doubles with Jimmy Arias aged 16. Her singles rank peaked at 2 in 1981.
She won her last title in 1984, aged 18. Injuries cut short her stellar career.

Sister Andrea Jaeger

Miloslav Mečíř

The Big Cat. Best male player to never win a Slam. Olympic singles gold: 1988.
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Part 3
Technique and tactics

Cowan (2018)

Next gen men. It’s been a LONG wait. The Big 3, still dominating.
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Footwork: Justine Hénin-Hardenne

Philpott (2011)

What Justine lacked in height was overcompensated for with footwork finesse.

Court placement: Andre Agassi

Fendrich (2006)

Seldom seen beyond the baseline. Ongoing offence secured a gold career Slam.
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Textbook technique: Roger Federer

top-tennis-training.com (2018)

As classic as a California Cadillac.

Behind the player, wrong footing wizardry: Chris Evert

Left to right groundstroking. Reverses rhythm. Hits winners in the open court.
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Chess Grand Master: Ivan Lendl

US Open (2018)

Czech mate. Sidestepped opponents’ strengths. Ruthlessly blitzed weaknesses.

All court game: Hana Mandlíková

Players who can win a singles Slam at the net or baseline are near-extinct.
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Tribute: Winning Ugly by former ATP player Brad Gilbert
Brad Gilbert was an ATP player during the 1980s and 1990s. He attained a
career-high ATP singles ranking of #4 in January 1990. Brad’s novel tactical
contribution to the game enabled him to record numerous victories against
higher ranked players. Gilbert publicly stated that one of his core tactics was to
play the style of game that would attack opponent’s weaknesses and frustrate
his opponent the most. He never cared now ugly his tennis was to watch, so long
as he won the match fair-and-square.

Bernard Tomic’s early career seems to draw inspiration from Gilbert’s ploy.
Tomic frequently used slow balls to baffle opponents. Many top players rarely
practice responding to slow shots. They cannot generate pace and dictate play
from moon balls and pusher play. Tomic, aged 18 and ranked 158, used this
style to defeat fifth seed Robin Söderling in the third round of Wimbledon in
2011. Tomic won an ATP title in September 2018. A comeback from the brink.
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Part 4
Domination

Pierse (2013)

Unparalleled monopolization: Esther Vergeer
21 Grand Slam singles titles.
Four consecutive Olympic singles gold: 2000 to 2012.
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Class on grass: Martina Navrátilová

Getty Images (2018)

The Queen of SW19. A shared record 20 Wimbledon titles.

King of Clay: Rafael Nadal

57 clay singles titles. A record 11 Rolland Garros singles crowns. Thus far.
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Hardcourt hare: Roger Federer

Chakraborty (2017)

ATP (2018)

11 hardcourt singles Slam titles. Leads a younger Djokovic by a margin of two.
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Doubles team: Pam Shriver and Martina Navrátilová

Getty Images (2018)

Open-era record 20 Slam team titles. Rare team calendar Grand Slam: 1984.

Mixed doubles team: Martina Hingis and Leander Paes

AFP (2016)

A shared team record of four mixed doubles Slam titles.
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Team tactics: The Bryan Brothers

Cox (2014); Yahoo Images (2018)

A championship team will usually beat a team of champions.

Doubles player: Martina Navrátilová

Waris (2018)

41 Grand Slam open doubles titles. This record will never be broken.
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Kangaroo King: Novak Djokovic

Nagpal (2013)

Flexi Pave™ Feaster. Six Aussie singles Slams so far. A shared open era record.

Indoor Inspiration: Martina Navrátilová

605 singles match victories on indoor surfaces. A record.
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Dream Team: Swedish Davis Cup Team 1980s

Champions: 1984, 1985 and above, 1987.
Runner up: 1983, 1986, 1988, 1989.
Championships Captain: Hans Olsson (center)
Swedish male tennis professionals enjoyed high Grand Slam success in singles
and doubles during the 1980s. This club includes former #1 ranked singles
player Mats Wilander (first left) who was ranked #3 in doubles in 1985. Stefan
Edberg (far right) held the #1 ranking in singles and doubles. Anders Järryd
(second right) was formerly ranked #5 in singles and #1 in doubles. Joakim
Nyström (second left) was formerly ranked #7 in singles and #4 in doubles. All
Swedish players from the 1985 and 1987 finals teams are Grand Slam titlists.
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Tribute: A Jim of all trades
Jimmy Connors holds the combined record for the most ATP singles titles and
Grand Slam singles titles: 109 victories. Connors is a curious character. He is
arguably not the best all-time talent at any shot or skill.

How does a number one ranked champion earn eight singles Slams without
being the best at any skill? Connors did this by being the best at having no
exploitative weakness in any physical part of his game. He was superb at the net
and on the baseline. Connors excelled at short points and marathon rallies.

Prior to the dominance of Novak Djokovic, Connors possessed the finest return
of serve. Jimmy and Chris Evert possibly had the finest backhand passing shots
on tour, notwithstanding Connors’s tendency to play using a racket that was a
generation behind the latest technologies used by his contemporaries.

Backhand passing shot: Jimmy Connors & Chris Evert

Jason Gay (2013) and usatoday (2013)
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Part 5
Personality and branding

WTA (2018)

Sweet career singles Slam.
Maria Sugarpova, a.k.a. Maria Sharapova
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Businesswoman and career singles Slam: Billie Jean King

Established the WTA in 1973. Retired in 1983, ranked #13 in singles.

Feisty fighter: Lleyton Hewitt

Ong (2010)

Never intimidated by an opponent’s rank or reputation. Always played to win.
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Brains: Helena Suková PhD

Doctor Doubles (right). Reached # 1 doubles rank in 1990. 14 doubles Slams.

Master Architects: Jack Kramer, Don Dell and Cliff Drysdale.

Co-created the all-powerful Association of Tennis Professionals in 1972.
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Team player, Davis Cup: Rafael Nadal

USA Today (2014)

Represented Spain in 9 seasons despite injuries and a grueling schedule. Olé.

Gracious sportsmanship: Evonne Goolagong Cawley

Often the singles Slam bridesmaid. Gracious in victory. Gracious in defeat.
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Tribute: Saluting Illie Năstase and Renée Richards (1979)

Best result: US Open Women’s Doubles Finalist with Betty Ann Stuarts, 1977 age 42.

Renée Richards is one of the most intriguing athletes in sports history. Players and pundits
will assess Dr. Richards’s sporting prowess on the women’s tour in context. Her birthright
genetics were never falsified, concealed or exploited.

Athletes must be honest and fair to qualify for an ‘all-time-great’ honor. The WTA should
retrospectively introduce mandatory chromosome testing to confirm record holders. It must
publish this data to restore the integrity of their mighty profession.
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Sportsmanship in professional tennis
The men’s game is not immune from unsportsmanlike conduct. The first two issues listed
below are more problematic on the ATP Tour.

Unpenalized time violations

Only high ranked players are permitted to take 35 seconds to towel-off and bounce the ball
15 plus times between serves. Most amateur competitors are more professional.

Match fixing and prize money

This is more rampant among lower ranked, lesser paid players. Prize money is far too
concentrated among the top 20. Some top 100 ranked athletes go hungry and live rough.

Grunting

Grunting is often used by some top ranked female players to obstruct the sound of the ball
making contact on the strings and to irritate their opponent. Such noise turns fans away.

Suspected unpunished doping

High ranked players must not be afforded special treatment because it is too embarrassing
to expose elite star cheats. Tour de France style justice, please.

The imposition of a high number of minimum mandatory 500 and 1000 events on top ranked
players is a cruel commercially motivated burden. This inhumane policy contributes to
player burnout. Player rules should be universally applied. It is possible that many of the top
ranked players are resorting to unsportsmanlike conduct to gain a narrow competitive edge
or to merely survive in an impossible professional environment.
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Part 6
Supporters and reporters
Dream team duos

Murray & Lendl

Edberg & Federer

Djokovic & Becker

Hawk-Eye challenges. These legends ditched retirement to train top talent.
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Individual coach, 1983-86: Mike Estep

Yahoo images (2018)

Team Navrátilová won circa 20 Slams and numerous other prestigious titles.

Team captain, Federation Cup: Petr Pála

Coached Czech Republic to five victories: 2011, 2012, 2014, 2015 and 2016.
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Administrator: Paul McNamee

C

Hopman Cup Co-founder and Director: 1988 to 2012. Doubles Slam champion.

Referee: Peter Bellinger

Yahoo images (2018)

Australian Open Referee, 1983 to 2005.
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Chair umpire: Eva Asderaki

Zikakou (2015)

All princesses are born equal. Says the Book of Athena.

Ball staff: Rolland Garros ball professionals, 2018

Ciechalski (2018)

These future Federers toil for passion not pay. Ace work.
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Television commentator: Lindsay Davenport

Loza (2014)

Earthy expert analysis from a singles and doubles Slam champion.

Sponsor: Yonex

Badenhausen (2018)

A loyal sponsor of rising female talent for decades. Rackets have good control.
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Steady support: Judy Murray

Loyal Slam stakes love from the box seats. Lucky Andy.

Role model and mentor: Evonne Goolagong Cawley

Rose (2010)

Bunbury Herald (2015)

A net giver to the game, local community and her lucky country.
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Tribute: In memoriam Richard Wertheim

Many ATP and WTA officials work as volunteers or for token pay in smaller events. Some
officials placed on the frontline bravely risk their health and lives.

Vale Richard Wertheim who died indirectly from a serve that struck his body in 1983. The
tennis community salutes Dick and his comrades who bravely serve their beloved game for
pleasure not profit.

The Afro American (1983)
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Part 7
Products and paraphernalia

Allen (2011)

Royal racket: Dunlop Max 200G
This content is an independent opinion. None are paid endorsements.
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Contemporary racket tech: Babolat series

The Guardian (2011)

How good is the Babolat? Ask stunning Sam. US Open Queen: 2011.

Balls: Slazenger series

Loved by professionals and club players. Great performance on all surfaces.
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Women’s and Men’s Apparel: Fila

Half a thread cuter than purrfect Puma. Marin Čilić: US Open King, 2014.

Merchandizing and uniforms: US Open

Lush in Lauren. Everyone looks glam in US Open gear.
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Tournament: Wimbledon

Chun Tseng, Boys 2018 title. The singles Slam players dream about winning.

Magazine: Tennis

A classic. First edition, May 1965.
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Tribute: In memoriam Ted Tinling, 1910-1990.
Ted was an avid tennis fan. He is the most famous designer of upmarket tennis apparel. The
last player to wear a Tinling frock during a Slam victory was Martina Navrátilová at
Wimbledon in 1979. She wore Ted’s design in her singles and doubles finals. I don’t recall
Martina ever sporting a pair of Ted’s famous frilly threads worn by Evert in the image below.

King, Navrátilová, Evert (also below), Casals, Austin.

Ted was inducted into the International Tennis Hall of Fame in 1986.
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Part 8
Matches and rivalries
Billie Jean King and Bobby Riggs, 1973

Corbis (2013)
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Longest match: Wimbledon, 2010

ESPN (2010)

Score: 6–4, 3–6, 6–7, 7–6, 70–68. I bet this record stands tall forever.

Martina Navrátilová Vs. Jimmy Connors: 1992

The Westerly Sun (2017)

Connors: 7-5, 6-2 (Handicap Scoring System).
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Match quality: 2008 Wimbledon final

Nadal Defeated Federer in a thriller; 6-4, 6-4, 6-7, 6-7, 9-7.

Love match: Mr. and Mrs. Steffi Graf

Married 2001. Two children: Jaz and Jaden. Congratulations.
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Tribute: East Greets West

Bartley (2017)

Beyond the realm of team sports, there has been no rivalry as entertaining or sustaining as
the Navrátilová–Evert match-up. From 1973 to 1988, the Grand Dames of women’s tennis
squared off a record 80-times in nine nations; Martina edging Chrissie 43 to 37.

The contrasting personas of these prodigies reads like a richly plotted bestseller. The allAmerican prom queen sweetheart versus the mighty muscled Czech defector. The tortoise
and hare archetypes offer a colorful technical comparison. The patient, steady baseliner
squaring off with the impetuous net dasher.

An enduring myth of the Navrátilová–Evert rivalry is that it was a switch of one-sided
preeminence – Chris dominating the 1970s and Martina spearheading the 1980s. A scrutiny
of the history books reveals a more intriguing account. Ranked number 2, Chrissie won three
consecutive Grand Slam singles titles during the 1982-83 season. Evert won five of her last
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ten matches against Martina. This see-saw finale climax lays testament to Chris’s
commitment to perpetually offer her best to the sport.

Martina Navrátilová, Chris Evert and Billie Jean King are sporting pioneers who laid the
foundations of the all-powerful Women’s Tennis Association. Martina’s phenomenal
contribution to her craft stems from her disciplined work-ethic and physical fitness. Her
cross-sports training and weight lifting regimen forged the benchmark for future sports stars
of both sexes to emulate. Navrátilová’s athleticism transformed the women’s game from an
elegant sideshow into a profession on par with the professional men’s circuit.

The narrative of these clash-of-giants extends far beyond Martina’s virile volleys and Chris’s
pin-point passing shots. Their legacy symbolizes the golden era when women’s tennis
reached its zenith. Both players’ stroke-making artistry, consistency and tactical genius were
products of the first- and second-generation racket technologies that blessed their sport
during the last century.

Ultimately, the Evert–Navrátilová fairytale is a story of friendship and sportsmanship. They
remind us that arch rivals don’t need to be bitter enemies. Saying ‘great shot’ to your
opponent takes guts. It is the hallmark of a generous-spirited champion. Both players
publicly acknowledge that they would not have reached the pinnacle of their prowess if their
arch rival had never picked up a tennis racket.
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The seemingly effortless magnificence displayed by Chris and Martina on court never comes
from talent alone. Their performances provide a mere snapshot of the behind-the-scenes
torture that elite athletes inflict on their bodies. In our celebrity society, these mammoth
sacrifices are often taken-for-granted by sports fans and public commentators alike.

Martina’s and Chris’s fan-bases continues to grow among the online generation. A cohort
born a decade after Chris retired her racket first in 1989.

Ladies.

Legends.

Evert and Navrátilová, Wimbledon 1985

Caulki (2018)

Guilty! Grand Slam monopoly cartel, 1978-1986.
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Part 9
Contemporary issues

Singles slam superstar prediction: Hyeon Chung
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State of modern tennis

Tennis has constantly evolved during the open era. These include changes to rules that
govern play and off-court administration. Shortly after the birth of the professional era, the
‘carry’ and ‘double hit’ rules were changed. A player may hit a ball two or more times on the
same swing, so long as this takes place via a single motion and the multiple racket-ball
contacts are unintentional (International Tennis Federation, 2018, Rule 24(f)).

Most of these technical and administrative developments have been positive. Of course, that
is a matter of opinion. Women achieved equal pay at all Grand Slam events in 2007 when
Wimbledon became to last Slam to align male and female earnings. This is an example of a
change in the political-administration of the game that is controversial.

On one side-of-the-coin, this is a welcomed symbolic victory against sexism. The Grand Slam
tournaments symbolize the pinnacle of tennis excellence. On the other side-of-the-coin,
equal pay at the Grand Slams results in women receiving the same pay check for playing less
sets of tennis than men in singles Slams and best of five sets doubles matches at Wimbledon.

This section introduces a selection of topics that dominate contemporary debates
concerning the state-of -affairs of professional tennis. It invites you to consider your position
on these matters in private and in public domains. These open spaces include online tennis
chat forums, open-editorials and banter among friends at tennis events and club houses.
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Winner takes all
The destiny of tennis mirrors our global society more than other sports. Tennis is played
socially and competitively by more people than other games. Tennis contrasts to the
massively popular soccer and its World Cup event. Annual tournaments such as Wimbledon
are watched by millions. Women and men play this racket sport in broadly equal numbers.

The ever-snowballing earnings of Grand Slam singles winners reflects the virtual monopoly
corporate structure that dominates global commerce. In 2018, the winner of the US Open
singles received $USD 3.8 million. This paycheck is the same total of money awarded to six
individuals who exited the first, second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth round respectively.
Seeds and serfs
There is no hurdle that prevents organizers from using a random draw. Top seeds are
protected from early exits to maximize patronage and commercial revenue. Once you join
the elite club, you are systematically protected from being usurped by lower ranked players.

Money for nothing
First round byes in Masters events rest top players who earn points and money for a fake
win. This Toronto Cup draw extract dated 2017 shows this path (Source: Abulleil, 2017).
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Food for thought

What is your opinion on these business and social issues that concern the modern game?
 Should women be permitted to play on the ATP Tour if this is their preference?
 Are mandatory post-match press interviews unfair for losers and shy players?
 Are professional administrators and corporate interests overrepresented on WTA
and ATP Boards? Do non-player agents wield too much influence over the sport?
 Would tennis be more accessible to the fans, i.e. the public, if prize earnings at the
richer tournaments were decreased and venue ticket prices were lowered
accordingly? Federer: Prize earnings at November 2018: USD$ 119,484,916.
 Are doubles players underpaid? Wimbledon Champions’ prize money 2018:
Singles: £2,250,000; Doubles £225,000 (per player), Mixed £55,000 (per player).
 Are tennis officials underpaid? Consider this recent article:
www.cnbc.com/2018/08/30/a-day-in-the-life-of-a-us-open-line-umpire.html
 Why do numerous players achieve high junior Slam success and none at the open
slam events? For example, Gaël Monfils won three consecutive junior Slams in 2004.
 Is it unfair to impose maximum WTA open event participation levels on players
aged 16 and 17? Is this gendered policy a form of age and sex discrimination?
 Have faster racket, ball and court surface technologies lowered the standard of play?
Do you hold the same opinion for the WTA and ATP tours?
 Should players be offered an option to conceal their citizenship and national flag
shown on official player profiles and event drawcards? Is this information relevant?
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Rafael Nadal, Rolland Garros 2013
The Rolland Garros Executive played the Spanish Anthem at Nadal’s victory ceremony in
2013. There is no evidence that Rafael or Spanish delegates requested this formality.

WTA, ATP and Grand Slam tournaments are not national team events. This gesture by the
Rolland Garros Executive is therefore questionable. The ATP, WTA and their accredited
partners frequently show the citizenship of players and the corresponding national flag on
event draws and player profiles. Do you think that this inclusion is essential or desirable?

There is a near-absence of debate on this issue in public domains. May the discussions begin.
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Conclusion: Best lists

This book examines statistics and styles commonly debated by historians and players alike.
Numerous subjective and objective best lists exist. Who do you think is or was the best at:



Chasing down dropshots? (Rafael Nadal?)



Playing high-percentage tennis? (Chris Evert?)



Bringing to the crowd into the match (Gaël Monfils?)



Using their ‘Hawk-Eye’ challenges successfully? (Roger Federer?)



Making a successful Slam comeback after retiring? (Kim Clijsters?)

Kim Clijsters

Won three singles Slams as a mother after her first retirement: 2009-2011.
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Tribute: International Tennis Hall of Fame
The International Tennis Hall of Fame preserves and promotes the history of tennis and
celebrates its champions, thereby serving as a vital partner in the growth of tennis globally.
Homepage tennisfame.com

The International Tennis Hall of Fame Museum is based in Rhode Island. It was established
in 1954. Its grass court club was founded in 1880. The ATP Hall of Fame Championships is
the only ATP grass court event played in North America. Recent singles titlists include former
Wimbledon champion Lleyton Hewitt (2014) and top 10 singles player John Isner (2017).

Admittance as a Hall of Fame legend has status in the global tennis community. ATP and WTA
websites recognize the Hall of Fame institution. Martina Hingis, a former world number one
player, became the first International Tennis Hall of Fame Global Ambassador in 2015.
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GOAT of GOAT records

Martina Navrátilová

This list excludes circa 50 open era records that are not significant statistics. An example is
Martina’s record of winning the most titles at the same event: 12 Chicago Open singles titles.
This list only includes equivalency records that can be achieved by ATP and WTA players. For
example, Martina won the most Eastbourne singles titles: 11. Men did not compete in this
event prior to 2009. This section only includes winning records. It omits Martina’s famous
record of 9 consecutive Wimbledon singles finals because she was runner up in three finals.
Reference to double-counting records are minimized. For example, Martina also holds the
record for the most WTA titles. This feat double-counts her singles and doubles records.

Team tennis

Record

Record description

Federation Cup:

Won 20 of 20 singles matches and 20 of 21 doubles matches.

Percentage wins

Win ratio of 98% is a record for any player who has played
30 or more Federation Cup or Davis Cup matches.

Federation Cup:

Won the first 40 matches played.

Consecutive wins

Lost her last doubles match.
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Match victories

Record

Record description

Season domination

Won 86 matches and lost 1 match in 1983.
Calendar year winning percentage of 98.9% in singles events.

Consecutive

Won 109 matches in a row with Pam Shriver.

doubles match wins

April 1983 to July 1985.

Consecutive

74 consecutive match triumphs.

singles victories

January 20, 1984 to December 6, 1984.

Wins over #1
ranked player

18 wins over the current WTA #1 singles ranked player.

Singles victories

Total matches won: 1, 442

Total victories

2, 189 match wins.
1, 442 singles (a record)
747 doubles triumphs (not a record).
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Titles

Record

Record description

WTA Tour player
of the year

Won this award five consecutive years: 1982-1986.
The consecutive total is a record.

WTA Championships:
Singles

8 titles. 1978, 1979, 1981, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986 (March),
1986 (November).

WTA Championships:
Doubles

13 titles. 1977-78; 1980-1989; 1991.

WTA titles - longevity

Won at least 1 singles title over 21 consecutive years: 1974-94.

Consecutive titles

13 in 1984. Includes three Slam titles.

Doubles titles

187 doubles crowns, of which 146 are WTA titles, 31 are
doubles titles and 10 are mixed doubles titles.

Singles titles

167 singles crowns, of which 149 are WTA titles.
The remainder are Grand Slam titles.

Oldest player

To win a Grand Slam title (US Open Mixed Doubles, 2006),
Masters Title (Rogers Cup, 2006), WTA title (Strasbourg, 2006).
Age 49.
Oldest player to win a Federation Cup match (2004).
Age 47.
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Grand Slams
Record

Record description

Mixed doubles

10 titles. A shared record with Leander Paes.

Doubles

31 titles. Won 20 titles with Pam Shriver.

Consecutive
singles titles

6 consecutive singles titles at Wimbledon, 1982-1987. This
feat counts as a record for all four Slams and Wimbledon.

Consecutive
doubles titles

(a) 5 consecutive French Open titles, 1984-1988.
(b) 8 consecutive doubles titles across all Slams:
Wimbledon 1983 to Rolland Garros 1985.

Singles wins

Total Wimbledon singles match wins: 121.

Wimbledon singles Nine titles: 1978-79, 1982-1987, 1990.
Wimbledon
Titles

20 titles. 9 singles, 7 doubles, 4 mixed doubles.

Doubles titles
at all Slams

Won the most doubles titles at all four Grand Slams.
US Open: 9 titles; Australian Open: 8 titles; French Open and
Wimbledon: 7 titles each.

A shared record with Billie Jean King who enjoyed less
singles success. King won 7 Wimbledon singles titles.

Only player to win all doubles Slams at least 7 times.
Longevity

More than 32 years between winning her first and last Slam title.
First title: Rolland Garros Mixed Doubles, 1974 with Iván Molina.
Last title: US Open Mixed Doubles, 2006 with Bob Bryan.
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Ranking

Record

Record description

Most weeks
ranked #1

Ranked #1 in singles and doubles for a combined total of 569 weeks.

200 weeks +

Only player to hold the singles and doubles ranking for more
than 200 weeks for both disciplines.

Year-end #1

Ranked #1 at year-end for five consecutive years, 1982-1986.
A shared record with Chris Evert, 1974-1978.

Surfaces

Record

Record description

Indoor victories

605 indoor singles victories.

Indoor singles titles 88
Total singles match 308
victories on grass
Grass victories %

90%

Trivia:
Carpet victories

Martina holds several carpet records in the singles discipline.
Carpet ceased to be used in professional matches in 2009.
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Coaching skills inventory
✓ X
Performance

Serve

Comments

First serve / Ace serve
Second serve
Ball toss
Kick serve
Slice serve
First court serve
Second court serve
Out wide
T line center
Into the body
Serve and volley: 1st
Serve and volley: 2nd
Other Downloaded from www.thefreeschool.education
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✓ X
Performance

Return of serve

Comments

First serve
Second serve
Kick serve
Slice serve
Forehand return
Backhand return
Into the body
Behind the baseline
On the baseline
Inside the baseline
Chip-and-charge
High percentage return
Attack/winner
Other Downloaded from www.thefreeschool.education
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✓ X
Performance Comments

Backhand
Drive - flat
Slice
Top spin
Sidespin/underspin
Passing shot
Lob
Dropshot
Approach short
Short
Deep
Attack/winner
Western grip
Eastern grip
Continental grip
Other -

Downloaded from www.thefreeschool.education
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✓ X
Performance Comments

Forehand
Drive - flat
Slice
Top spin
Sidespin/underspin
Passing shot
Lob
Dropshot
Approach short
Short
Deep
Attack/winner
Western grip
Eastern grip
Continental grip
Other -

Downloaded from www.thefreeschool.education
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✓ X
Performance Comments

Volley
Approach: drive
Approach: slice
Chip-and-charge
Forehand
Backhand
Drop volley
Drive volley
Half volley
Lob volley
Cross court
Down the line
Down the center
At the player’s feet
Other –

Downloaded from www.thefreeschool.education
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✓ X
Performance

Passing shots

Comments

Forehand
Backhand
At the player
Half volley - crosscourt
Half volley – down the line
Half volley – at the feet
Cross court
Down the line
Forehand lob
Backhand lob
Top spin lob:
Cross court
Center court
Down the line
Lob and charge forward
Other Downloaded from www.thefreeschool.education
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✓ X
Performance Comments

Smash
Forehand
Backhand
Short placement (service box)
high put-away
Cross court
Down the line
Down the center
Ball bounce and smash
Chase lob and smash
Mid court smash
Spring high smash
Serve and volley smash
Airborne smash running back
Take backhand smash
forehand side – switch
sides running back

Downloaded from www.thefreeschool.education
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✓ X
Performance Comments

Other shots
Squash shot
Tweener
Behind the back
Bucharest backfire
Moonball
Slow ball, pusher play
Defend the body
auto response
Dive shot
Around the net
Chase a dropshot
Other Other Other –
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✓ X
Performance Comments

Doubles
Return of serve – at the feet
Return of serve – at the body
Return of serve – lob
Return of serve – cross court
Return of serve – down the line
Return of serve –
down the center
Poaching at the net
Consecutive volley exchanges
Calling “yours”
Mid player racket intercepts
I formation - serving
Hand signals - serving
Other Other –
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Other skills and fitness

✓ X
Performance Comments

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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Player names
Agassi, Andre

pp. 19, 51, 54, 83

Arias, Jimmy

p. 49

Austin, Tracy

pp. cover, 1, 40, 80

Bartoli, Marion

p. 32

Barty, Ashleigh

p. 74

Becker, Boris

pp. 19, 24, 36, 69

Bopanna, Rohan

p. 37

Borg, Björn

pp. cover, 11-12, 19, 38

Bryan Brothers

pp. 14-15, 59

Bryan, Bob

pp. 14-15, 48

Bryan, Mike

pp. 14-15

Capriati, Jennifer

p. 79

Casals, Rosie

p. 80

Chung, Hyeon

p. 87

Čilić, Marin

pp. 8-10, 78

Clijsters, Kim

pp. 19, 92

Connors, Jimmy

pp. 14-15, 19, 62, 82

Courier, Jim

p. 45

Court, Margaret

p. 4

Davenport, Lindsay

p. 73

Dell, Donald

p. 65

Djokovic, Novak

pp. 2, 11, 19, 26, 46, 57, 60, 62, 69

Drysdale, Cliff

p. 65

Džumhur, Damir

p. 72

Edberg, Stefan

pp. 19, 25, 61, 69

Estep, Mike

p. 70
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Evert, Chris

pp. 1, 7, 14-15, 19, 30, 38, 45, 52, 62, 80, 84-86, 92

Federer, Roger

pp. cover, 2, 13-14, 16-21, 23, 32, 41, 48, 52, 57, 69, 72,
83, 89-90, 92

Ferrer, David

p. 66

Gilbert, Brad

p. 54

Goolagong, Evonne

pp. 1, 8, 14-15, 19, 66, 74

Graf, Steffi

pp. cover, 1-2, 8, 13-16, 18-21, 27, 76, 83

Henin-Hardenne, Justine

pp. 19, 51

Hewitt, Lleyton

pp. 30, 36, 64, 93

Hingis, Martina

pp. 19, 25, 58, 60, 93

Isner, John

pp. 82, 93

Jaeger, Andrea

p. 49

Janković, Jelena

p. 71

Järryd, Anders

p. 61

King, Billie Jean

pp. 1, 13, 64, 66, 80-81, 85, 97

Kokkinanis, Thanasi

p. 42

Krajicek, Richard

p. 47

Kramer, Jack

p. 65

Kuznetsova, Svetlana

p. 16

Kvitová, Petra

p. 70

Kyrgios, Nick

p. 42

Laver, Rod

pp. cover, 2, 18

Lendl, Ivan

pp. 14-15, 19, 41, 53, 60, 69

López, Feliciano

p. 66

Mahut, Nicolas

p. 82

Mandlíková, Hana

pp. 19, 29, 53,

McEnroe, John

pp. 14-16, 19, 34-35

McNamee, Paul

p. 71
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Mečíř, Miloslav

pp. 8-10, 49, 53

Mirza, Sonia

p. 60

Molina, Iván

p. 97

Monfils, Gael

pp. 42, 89, 92

Muguruza, Garbiñe

p. 60

Murray, Andy

pp. 19, 40, 54, 69, 74

Nadal, Rafael

pp. cover, 1-2, 11, 13-14, 16-17, 19, 27, 39, 44, 46, 56,
66, 83, 89-92

Năstase, Llie

p. 67

Navarro, Carla

p. 60

Navrátilová, Martina

pp. cover , 1-2, 6-8, 12-15, 19-21, 23, 26, 33-34, 44, 48,
56, 58-60, 70, 80, 82, 84-87, 94-98

Novotna, Jana

p. 4

Nyström, Joakim

p. 61

Osaka, Naomi

p. 73

Paes, Leander

pp. 37, 58-59, 97

Pála, Petr

p. 70

Plíšková, Karolína

p. 70

Renshaw, William

p. 3

Richards, Renée

p. 67

Riggs, Bobby

p. 81

Roddick, Andy

pp. 47, 54

Sampras, Pete

pp. cover 2, 19, 24, 31, 33

Sanchez, Emilio

p. 12

Sanchez-Vicario, Arantxa

pp. 19, 39, 65

Seles, Monica

pp. 1-2, 18-20, 28, 35

Shapovalov, Denis

pp. 50, 123

Sharapova, Maria

pp. 19, 63

Shriver, Pam

pp. cover, 12, 14-15, 28, 58, 95, 97
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Söderling, Robin

p. 54

Stephens, Sloane

p. 43

Stosur, Sam

p. 77

Strýcová, Barbora

p. 70

Suková, Helena

p. 65

Thiem, Dominic

pp. 22, 89

Tiafoe, Frances

pp. 50, 120

Tomic, Bernard

pp. 54, 74

Trabert, Tony

p. 53

Tseng, Chun-Hsin

p. 79

Tsitsipas, Stefanos

pp. 50, 120

Verdasco, Fernando

p. 66

Vergeer, Esther

p. 55

Watson, Maud

p. 5

Wawrinka, Stan

p. 29

Wilander, Mats

pp. 19, 61

Zverev, Alexander

pp. 50, 89

Index
Administrator

p. 71

All court game

pp. 53, 62

Amateur era

pp. 3, 5, 18, 68

Apparel

pp. 78, 80

Approach shot

p. 33

Asderaki, Eva

p. 72

Association of Tennis Professionals

pp. 65, 68, 75 et al.

Athleticism

pp. 1, 44, 85

Australian Open

pp. 3, 4, 7, 10, 12, 25, 57-58, 60, 71 et al.
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Babolat

p. 77

Backhand
Double-handed

p. 30

Drive

p. 29

Dropshot

p. 40

Slice

p. 29

Smash

p. 31

Top spin lob

p. 30

Two-handed

p. 32

Ball professionals

p. 72

Ball toss

p. 25

Battle, best match

p. 83

Battle of the sexes

p. 81

Bellinger, Peter

p. 71

Big 3: Federer, Nadal, Djokovic

pp. 29, 50

Brain

p. 65

Bucharest backfire

p. 41

Businesswoman

p. 64

Channel Slam

pp. 10-11

Cheating

pp. 20, 68

Chip-and-charge

p. 33

Chromosome testing

p. 68

Citizenship, nationality

pp. 90-91

Clay game

p. 56

Coaches and captains

pp. 41, 61, 68, 70

Coaching inventory, tennis shots

pp. 99-108

Code violations

p. 68

Commentators

p. 73
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Consistency

p. 48

Concentration

p. 45

Contemporary issues

pp. 88-91

Court placement

p. 51

Crowds, spectators

p. 91

Davis Cup

pp. 8, 21, 61, 66, 94

Spanish Team

p. 66

Swedish Team

p. 61

Defense

p. 46

Doping

p. 68

Doubles: history and records

pp. 7-8, 13-16, 21, 49, 61, 94-98

Ladies (images)

pp. 12, 58, 60, 65

Mens (images)

pp. 37, 59

Mixed (images)

pp. 12, 48, 58-59, 67, 83

Dropshot

p. 40

Dunlop

p. 76

Equal pay

p. 88

Federation Cup

pp. 8, 21, 70, 94, 96

Czech team

p. 70

Fighter style

p. 64

Fila

p. 78

Fitness

pp. 43-49, 85

Flexibility

p. 46

Flexi Pave ™

p. 60

Footwork

p. 51

Forehand
Drive

p. 27

Inside out

p. 27
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Slice

p. 28

Two-handed

p. 28

GOAT

p. 2
GOAT of GOATS

pp. 12-15

Male

pp. 16-18

Potential

pp. 18-20

Singles

p. 15

Grace

p. 66

Grand Slam records
Australian Open

pp. 60, 97

Boxed set

p. 15

Calendar slam

pp. 18, 58

Career doubles Slam

pp. 58, 97

Career singles Slam

pp. 16, 51, 63-64,

Golden calendar Grand Slam

p. 16

Golden career Slam

pp. 16, 51

Rolland Garros

pp. 7, 97 et al.

Triple, trifecta

p. 12

US Open

pp. 56, 91 et al.

Wimbledon

pp. 3-7, 10, 13, 55, 79, 97 et al.

Grass courts

pp. 4, 7, 10, 36, 56, 93, 98

Groundstrokes

pp. 27-30, 38

Power

pp. 35, 47

Top spin

p. 39

Grunting

pp. 20, 68

Hardcourts

pp. 20, 47, 57

Hawk-Eye challenges

pp. 69, 92

High percentage tennis

p. 92
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Indoor tournaments

p. 60

Injuries

pp. 49, 66, 68

International Tennis Hall of Fame

pp. 80, 93

Interviews, post-match

p. 90

Junior players

pp. 42, 90

Kick serve

p. 25

Left handed legends (9+ Slam titles)

pp. 11-12, 20, 34, 59, 62

Linesman

p. 75

Lob
Offensive, defensive, forehand, backhand

p. 38

Volley

p. 41

Longest match

p. 82

Longevity

pp. 48, 96-97

Love match

p. 83

Mandatory tournaments

pp. 8, 68

Masters tournaments

pp. 2, 8-10, 17, 21, 96

Match fixing

p. 68

Mental toughness

p. 45

Mentor, role model

p. 74

Merchandizing and uniforms

p. 78

Metal rackets

pp. 28, 62, 67, 70

Moon balls

pp. 40, 54

Mother champions

p. 91

Murray, Judy

p. 74

National Anthems, Spanish Anthem

p. 91

Net coverage

p. 36

Next Gen Men

pp. 22, 50, 120

Olsson, Hans

p. 61
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Olympics
Olympic gold

pp. 9, 17, 21, 49, 55

Olympic silver

p. 21

Olympic bronze

pp. 9, 21

Passing shots
Backhand

p. 62

Forehand

p. 39

Physical strength

pp. 43-44

Power, groundstrokes

p. 47

Prize money

pp. 4-6, 10, 68, 90

Products and paraphernalia

pp. 76-80

Puma

p. 78

Push play

pp. 40, 54

Ralph Lauren

p. 78

Reach

p. 47

Referee

p. 71

Retirement, comebacks

pp. 1, 64, 69

Return of serve

pp. 26, 62

Rivalry

pp. 1, 17, 81-86

Rolland Garros

pp. 3, 7, 10-11, 20, 22, 56, 72, 91, 97 et al.

Rules,

pp. 68, 88, 90
Carry, double-hit

p. 88

Second serve

p. 24

Serve

pp. 23-26, 68
First

p. 24

Kick

p. 25

Second

p. 24

Serve and volley

p. 26
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Slice, second court
Slazenger balls

p. 23
p. 77

Slice
Backhand

pp. 29, 33

Forehand

p. 28

Serve

p. 23

Slow balls

pp. 45, 54

Smash

p. 31
Backhand

p. 32

Two-handed

p. 32

Speed

pp. 46, 51

Spencer, Diana

p. 76

Sponsors

pp. 8, 73

Sportsmanship

pp. 20, 66-68, 85

Squash shot

p. 41

Stamina

p. 44

Strengths

pp. 43-49, 53

Sugarpova

p. 63

Support

p. 74

Sweden, Davis Cup

p. 61

Tactics

pp. 54, 85
Doubles I-formation

p. 59

Team players

pp. 7, 8, 14, 16, 58-59, 61, 66, 70, 91

Technique

pp. 25, 50-54

Textbook style

p. 52

Technology

p. 77

Tennis Magazine

p. 79

Tinling, Ted

p. 80
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Tweener

p. 42

Umpire

pp. 72, 90

United States Open

pp. 3, 10, 12-13, 15, 47, 77-78 et al.

Clay and grass events

pp. 10, 15

Unsportsmanlike conduct
Doping

p. 68

Grunting

pp. 20, 68

Match fixing

p. 68

Time violations

p. 68

Venus Rosewater Dish

pp. 4, 56, 66

Volley

p. 26,
Backhand

p. 34

Dive

p. 36

Drive

p. 35

Dropshot

p. 36

Forehand

p. 35

Half

p. 34

Poach

p. 37

Weaknesses

pp. 53-54, 62

Wertheim, Richard

p. 75

Wheelchair events

p. 55

Wimbledon

pp. 3-7, 10-13, 33, 36, 42, 56, 79-83 et al.

Winning Ugly (Publication)

p. 54

Wooden rackets

pp. 29, 33, 38, 40, 45, 52, 65, 67, 80-81, 84

Women’s Tennis Association

pp. 20, 21, 64, 67, 75, 85, 90-91 et al.

World Team Tennis

p. 7

Wrong footing tactic

p. 52

Yonex

pp. 23, 26, 30, 36, 39, 64, 73 et al.
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Tennis Community

Please email Jay if you would like to advertise your
not-for-profit tennis organization in this space for free.
jay@journalistethics.com

Passing the torch: Next Gen Legends
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